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This describes the TMJ pains and associated ailments of the body that come from the mal location

of the jaw bone in its socket (TMJ). This posture is totally dependant on the fit of the teeth. When we

do a bite correction procedure the pains and headaches stop. The profession has not been taught

to do this. They generally recommend splints or jaw joint surgery. The splint changes the bite

temporarily and relieves symptoms but when you take out the splint the same old bite restarts the

problem. My book is a paradigm shift treatment and is very controversial. Read about how Burt

Reynolds got relief after 30 dentists trie
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Practicing since 1950. Teaching at USC Dental School 1972 to 1978. Started to learn gnathology in

1978. Started his own school (Taylor Dental Institute) 1994. Published twoarticles in Journal of

Gnathology. Born and raised in San Diego. Graduated from University of Southern California with a

BS and DDS degrees. Practicing Occlusal Correction since 1980. He was trained by Gus Swab

DDS and Charles Stuart DDS.

As a lay person who has had many contacts with dentists and some second-hand experience with

TMJ, I think this book presents a radically different approach to this problem. It is worth considering,

mainly because there seems to be no other definitive solution. I think anyone who has any interest

in TMJ therapy should read this book in order to understand the problem more fully.



Not helpful at all unless you sign up for his bite treatment. Not for the average TMJ sufferer. Try

again.

This book give you more knowledge about TMJ , me and my daughter both sufffering the pain

caused by TMJ , there no single method to cure TMJ thru our experiences, there are a lot dentists

claimed they can cure TMJ but we was treated by five TMJ specialists, they gave different opinons

and after went thru treatment for a year , my daughter symton is get worse , more pain and her face

is look unbalance caused by .... try to adjust her jaws. Author career seem had a lot experience with

TMJ and he sugggest new method to cure TMJ and state a lot dentists have little experience and /or

do not spend egnough time to talk with patient to find the really caused .We try to contact with

author , unfortunately he already retired .If any know the author please let us know we really thanks

full .

"TMJ Cured" is a must read for anyone who has a bite problem. Dr. Taylor has done an excellent

job of describing how to fix what causes TMJ. He has included many pictures to show you what

needs to be done in order to fix that bite problem that many of us have. In addition, this is a must

read book for dentists to help their TMJ patients.Furthermore, how many people have headaches,

sinus infections, ear, mastoid infections, tooth infections, and don't even know they might caused by

TMJ? You must buy this book if you want to eliminate the chance that TMJ could be causing these

problems.Dr. Taylor, you have done a great service to mankind for writing this book.Michael Monji,

Author

TMJ sucks! It is one of the worst disorders a person can have. My jaws hurt constantly and I get

horrible headaches. Reading TMJ Cured taught me a lot about why and how correcting my bite can

help. I am really glad that I read this because it was easy to understand and held the insight needed

to help myself. Anyone who suffers from TMJ needs this book.
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